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Abstract

The use of monitored data to improve the accuracy
of building energy models and operation of energy
systems is ubiquitous, with topics such as building
monitoring and Digital Twinning attracting sub-
stantial research attention. However, little attention
has been paid to quantifying the value of the data
collected against its cost. This paper argues that
without a principled method for determining the
value of data, its collection cannot be prioritised.
It demonstrates the use of Value of Information
analysis (VoI), which is a Bayesian Decision Analysis
framework, to provide such a methodology for quan-
tifying the value of data collection in the context
of building energy modelling and analysis. Three
energy decision-making examples are presented:
ventilation scheduling, heat pump maintenance
scheduling, and ground source heat pump design.
These examples illustrate the use of VoI to support
decision-making on data collection.

Highlights

• Value of Information analysis can be used to
quantify the value of data collection for improved
decision-making.

• Quantifying data value allows data collection ac-
tivities to be justified and prioritised.

• Three example decision problems showcase the
range of insights Value of Information analysis
can provide on data collection.
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Introduction

Building monitoring systems and the data they
gather are used to understand the real behaviour of
building energy systems, allowing for substantial im-
provements to be made in both the operation of the
building system, and the design of system retrofits
& new building systems (Molina-Solana et al., 2017).
Significant advances in machine learning, artificial in-
telligence, and compute abilities for design and smart
control have driven a rapid increase in the deploy-
ment of large, complex, and thereby expensive, sensor
networks in building systems (Salimi and Hammad,
2019), with many projects ultimately aiming to create
a unified Digital Twin which provides information on
all aspects of the system. However, such widespread
monitoring and data archiving raises significant chal-
lenges with regard to the management, handling, se-
curity, and meaningful exploitation of the sizeable
quantities of data produced. Overcoming these data
challenges imposes additional cost to the deployment
of already expensive monitoring systems, and raises
the question of their utility versus cost.

At present, questions of the economic merit of moni-
toring data are not commonly asked in the literature.
Indeed, there are no studies that rationally quantify
the added value of decisions made when designing
building monitoring systems. Hence, there may ex-
ist significant unidentified wastage in the form of low
insight monitoring. This wastage will likely grow if
monitoring schemes are not rationalised as building
digitisation continues to expand. Further, monitor-
ing investments cannot yet be prioritised in budget
constrained systems, as the relative benefit of differ-
ent monitoring schemes has not been studied in the
literature. As a result, the most valuable observa-
tions may not be measured, and thus the potential for
greater insight and improved decision-making lost.
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Motivation and Contribution

Assessment of the expected benefit of information
gathering through monitoring systems is a critical
challenge across a broad range of fields in which de-
cisions must be taken under unknown but observable
states, which significantly impact the quality of out-
comes, and where the cost of measurement is sub-
stantial. Value of Information analysis (VoI) (Raiffa
et al., 1961), a sub-field of Bayesian Decision Anal-
ysis, is a mature methodological framework that has
been applied extensively to quantify the benefit (or
value) of different information gathering schemes in
the context of stochastic decision problems. Pre-
vious studies have demonstrated that it provides a
tractable numerical framework for rationalising infor-
mation gathering decisions in fields such as medicine,
environmental science, engineering, and agriculture
(Keisler et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2021). VoI has also
recently been exploited in the Civil Engineering field
to prioritise and justify structural health monitoring,
improving the efficiency of asset maintenance opera-
tions (Zhang et al., 2021). The significant benefits of
rationalising information gathering tasks achieved in
other fields of study motivate the application of VoI
to decision problems within the building energy field.

Buildings and their associated energy systems are im-
pacted by a wide range of uncertainties, such as en-
vironmental conditions, system characteristics, and
user behaviour at a range of time scales. The role
of monitoring schemes in buildings is to reduce some
of these uncertainties, resulting in improved energy
efficiency and user satisfaction.

The contribution of this work is to demonstrate the
benefits that the use of VoI could provide in assessing
the utility of monitoring schemes in buildings. The
paper presents three examples to illustrate both the
diversity of decision problems that can be analysed
using the VoI framework, and the breadth of insights
into the efficacy of monitoring schemes that can
be obtained. The three examples span operation,
maintenance, and design of energy systems. It is
demonstrated that a single, simple VoI metric, the
Expected Value of Perfect Information (EVPI),
quantifies the merits of a potential measurement,
thus enabling the comparison of different measure-
ment schemes and hence their prioritisation, and the
assessment of the time value of data (whether data
is worth storing, and if so, how much should be kept).

Value of Information Analysis

Bayesian Decision Analysis

Bayesian Decision Analysis provides a mathematical
framework for studying decision-making in the pres-
ence of uncertainties, and seeks to determine the ex-
pected optimal action which should be taken by the
decision-maker in order to maximise their expected
utility.

Consider a generalised stochastic decision problem in
which an actor seeks to select a ‘decision action’ to
take, a ∈ A, within an environment with uncertain
parameters θ, which have a prior model π(θ). The
performance of each available action is given by a
utility function which is also dependent upon the un-
certain parameters, u(a, θ). In VoI analysis, before
an action a is taken, the actor may choose to take a
‘measurement action’, e ∈ E, from which the actor re-
ceives data z. The probabilistic model describing the
data f(z|θ) is used to update the prior model, π(θ), to
produce a posterior model, π(θ|z), which is then used
by the actor to inform their choice of ‘decision action’,
and improve their decision making performance.

This generalised model can be represented in decision
tree form, as shown in Fig. 1, in which square nodes
represent decisions, circular nodes represent uncer-
tainties, and triangular nodes represent utilities.

E

e ∈ E

Z

z ∼ π(z) A

a ∈ A

θ

θ ∼ π(θ|z) U

u (a, θ)

Figure 1: Decision tree representation of Pre-
Posterior Decision Problem

The actor, who is assumed to be risk neutral, seeks
to maximise their expected utility obtained from the
selected ‘decision action’. The actor may choose to do
this without taking any measurement. The resulting
stochastic optimisation is termed the Prior Decision
Problem,

max
a∈A

Eθ {u(a, θ)} (1)

and the expected utility achieved by its solution, a∗,
termed y∗ = Eθ {u(a∗, θ)}.
Alternatively, the decision-maker may additionally
consider the selection of a ‘measurement action’
within the decision variables of the optimisation,
which leads to the Pre-Posterior Decision Problem,

max
e∈E

Ez

{
max
a∈A

Eθ|z {u(a, θ)}
}

(2)

whose solution a∗∗ achieves expected utility y∗∗.



For the sake of notational simplicity this work will
consider the case where only a single non-null ‘mea-
surement action’ is available. However, extensions to
multiple measurement actions are straightforward at
greater computational expense (Di Francesco et al.,
2021).

Expected Value of Perfect Information

The expected Value of Information (VoI) (Raiffa
et al., 1961) can be computed using the Bayesian
Decision Analysis framework, and is defined as the
increase in the expected utility achieved by the opti-
mal action taken by the actor as a result of having
additional information at the time of selecting the
‘decision action’.

In the case where the measurement taken by the actor
provides perfect information on the true value of the
uncertain parameters of the environment, π(θ|z) =
δ(θ− z), which allows for the following simplification
of the expected utility obtained by the actor making
decisions with the help of additional information,

Ez

{
max
a∈A

Eθ|z {u(a, θ)}
}

−→ Ez

{
max
a∈A

u(a, z)

}
(3)

denoted as y∗∗p .

The Expected Value of Perfection Information
(EVPI) is therefore given by,

EVPI = E{perfect information decision utility}
− E{prior decision utility}

= Ez

{
max
a∈A

u(a, z)

}
−max

a∈A
Eθ {u(a, θ)}

= y∗∗p − y∗

(4)

The EVPI can be interpreted as either the increase
in the expected utility the actor can achieve as a
result of having perfect knowledge of the uncertain
parameters of the environment, or as the reduction
in the expected utility arising from the presence of
the uncertainties in the environment. Through the
former interpretation, the EVPI quantifies the actor’s
willingness to pay for information that eliminates
all uncertainty in the parameter under study from
the decision problem. The comparison to the cost
of obtaining such a perfect measurement enables the
determination of whether such a measurement is
economical.

Influence Diagrams

For decision problems comprising larger numbers of
nodes with more complex dependency networks, or
problems which contain parameters in continuous
spaces, influence diagram representations are used
instead of decision trees (Di Francesco, 2023). Influ-
ence diagrams depict only the causal dependencies

between nodes, and not realisation trajectories
through the decision graph, and so provide a far
clearer description of complex decision problems.
In some instances whilst there may exist a decision
tree compatible description of the problem, an
alternative description containing more nodes and
causal dependencies is chosen to provide insight into
the physics or dynamics of the system, and so an
influence diagram is used. This is the case for the
decision problems described below.

Extensions

The VoI framework can be readily extended to
further study the impact of uncertainties on decision
problems. Such extensions include the study of the
value of information from imperfect measurements,
which can be shown to be upper-bounded by the
EVPI (Keisler et al., 2014). Also, applications in
which multiple measurements schemes are available,
the quantification of the expected benefit derived
from including stochasticity in the decision optimisa-
tion1, and the quantification and comparison of the
impact of different uncertainties on decision-making
may be assessed. Further, sensitivity analyses can be
performed on VoI calculations to validate the results
obtained with respect to the assumptions made in
the formulation of the system model.

Applications

In this section three decision problems under un-
certainty are presented, spanning the operation,
management, and design of energy systems. For each
decision problem, the EVPI is computed and the in-
sight that the VoI analysis provides on the benefit of
measurements is discussed. All VoI computations are
performed using 1,000,000 samples from the prior/un-
derlying distribution of the uncertain parameters.
The code used to perform the VoI computations
for the example problems presented is available at
github.com/EECi/BSim23-VOI-examples.

Building Occupancy Measurement for Real-
Time Ventilation Scheduling to Improve In-
door Air Quality

In mechanically ventilated office spaces, building
managers must schedule ventilation system settings
to ensure sufficient indoor air quality for the occu-
pants. Adequate ventilation is required to prevent
the transmission of airborne infectious diseases such
as the SARS-CoV-2 virus (COVID-19), which is both
damaging to the health of the occupants and costly
for the tenant of the office space through lost produc-
tivity. However, operating ventilation at an unnec-
essarily high rate can impact occupant thermal com-
fort, lead to excessive carbon emissions, as well as

1Termed the Value of Stochastic Solution (VSS)

https://github.com/EECi/BSim23-VOI-examples


excessive operational cost of the ventilation system
through the additional heating/cooling demand re-
quired to condition air intake. The risk of viral trans-
mission, and thus the appropriate ventilation setting,
is highly dependent on the number of occupants in
the office space. However, in the absence of occupant
monitoring and dynamic ventilation control systems,
building managers must schedule ventilation system
settings without knowledge of the exact occupancy
level of the space. At the time of deciding ventilation
scheduling, the occupancy of the ventilated space over
the operation period is uncertain. This uncertainty is
particularly relevant in light of recent trends towards
‘work from home’, which reduces the predictability of
office occupancy.

This raises the question, “Would it be worth
installing a smart occupancy monitoring and venti-
lation control system in an office space to improve
ventilation scheduling?”, i.e. would the economic
benefit of improved ventilation control be greater
than the cost of installing such a smart monitoring
system?

We consider a simple model of indoor air quality in
a typical office space. Said office space is taken to
have a floor area of 500m2, a ceiling height of 4m,
and a maximum occupancy of 55 people. There are
four available ventilation settings: 1, 3, 5, and 10 air
changes per hour (ACH). The ventilation system is
assumed to have a fan of specific power 1.9W/l/s, op-
erating at 60% efficiency for 10 hours per day. At an
electricity unit price of 34 p/kWh the cost of operat-
ing the ventilation system at each setting is calculated
and provided in Table 1.

A model of the probability of viral infection for
an individual in an indoor space as described in
(de Oliveira et al., 2021) is used, which is also avail-
able in web application form at airborne.cam (Gkan-
tonas et al., 2021). It is assumed that the base preva-
lence of infection amongst the occupants is that of
the general UK population in February of 2023, 2.18%
(ONS, 2023), and that infection of an individual leads
to 3 days of sick leave, which taking the median daily
salary for full-time employees in 2022, costs the ten-
ant £128/day (ONS, 2022) in lost productivity.

It is further assumed that all occupants are present
in the office space for the whole 8 hour work day, that
time coupling effects between days can be neglected,
i.e. that the model for a single day is representative,
and that the prior distribution of occupancy is dis-

Table 1: Cost of electricity for ventilation system
Vent. Rate (ACH) Energy cost (£/day)

1 5.98
3 17.94
5 29.91
10 59.81

crete uniform in the interval 0 to 55 inclusive.

The stochastic decision problem is thus to select the
ventilation system setting which minimises the sum
of the ventilation system operation (electricity) cost,
and the cost of lost productivity due to illness to the
tenant, subject to uncertainty in the occupancy level
of the space. This decision problem can be described
via the influence diagram provided in Figure 2.

Building monitoring
system

Building occupancy Risk of infection

Smart control
system cost

Staff illness
cost

Schedule ventilation
rate

Ventilation
energy cost

Figure 2: Influence diagram representation of build-
ing ventilation scheduling decision problem

Solving the decision problem, the optimal prior de-
cision is found to be a ventilation setting of 5 ACH,
with a corresponding expected cost of £72.57/day.
However, with a smart monitoring and control system
installed, which provides perfect occupancy informa-
tion, the pre-posterior expected operational cost is
£63.15/day. Hence, the EVPI of measuring occu-
pancy level in the context of ventilation scheduling is
found to be £9.42/day. Therefore, over a 20 year op-
erational lifetime, the smart monitoring and control
system could reduce the target cost by up to £68,800.
The calculated EVPI value can thus aid the decisions
on whether investments in monitoring systems are
worthwhile. If a proposed smart monitoring and con-
trol system is expected to have an installation and
maintenance cost over the 20 year lifetime of greater
than £68,800, then a building manager can deter-
mine that this investment will add net value in the
context of ventilation scheduling, and so a cheaper
but less precise method of measuring occupancy, such
as a desk booking system, may be a more suitable
strategy. In this way the EVPI provides a bench-
mark against which the cost of monitoring systems
can be judged to estimate whether they are econom-
ically beneficial.

https://airborne.cam/


Degradation Measurement for Optimising
Maintenance Scheduling for Air-Source Heat
Pumps

Air-source heat pumps (ASHPs) provide significant
advantages to decarbonising the heating of building
through their ability to exploit ambient heat in the
environment to achieve high Coefficients of Perfor-
mance (COPs), reducing the direct energy input re-
quired to heat a space, and so reducing the embod-
ied carbon emissions of heating. However, through
usage, the performance of ASHPs degrade, reducing
the COPs they can achieve. Maintenance activities
can be undertaken to address this performance degra-
dation and improve the COPs achieved by the heat
pumps, reducing the electricity consumed and opera-
tional costs. However, regular maintenance is costly.

When deciding how frequently to maintain ASHP
units, asset owners seek to trade-off the cost of main-
tenance activities with the benefits they provide in
reduced electricity consumption cost to minimise the
total cost of operating the ASHP asset. However, the
rate at which the ASHP performance is degrading is
typically not known, and so the maintenance schedul-
ing decision must be made under uncertainty in the
performance degradation rate of the ASHP.

Smart meter data can be used to better estimate
the performance degradation rate of ASHP units,
allowing for the scheduling of maintenance to be
optimised. But, installing and maintaining smart
meters adds additional cost to the operation of the
ASHP units. Therefore, asset owners will raise the
question, “Does installing a smart meter on an ASHP
unit reduce the overall operating costs by allowing
for optimised maintenance scheduling?”.

A model of an educational building in the Univer-
sity of Cambridge with 4 identical ASHP units is
considered to investigate the economic viability of in-
stalling smart meters for maintenance scheduling op-
timisation. The asset owner selects the number of
evenly spaced maintenance activities undertaken per
year (the decision variable), Nm ∈ {0, . . . , 12}, as to
minimise the expected operational cost of the ASHPs.

The annual energy consumed by the ASHP units is
given by,

E =
LH

SPF
(5)

where LH is the heating load of the building, assumed
to be 1.75 GWh/year. The annual Seasonal Perfor-
mance Factor (SPF) of the ASHPs, the average COP
over the heating season, is given by,

SPF = SPF′(1− α)(1 + β) (6)

SPF′ is the base heat pump SPF, taken to be 3, α
is the performance degradation factor (the uncertain
parameter for the decision problem), and β is given

by,

β =
βaN

γ
m

βb +Nγ
m

(7)

the parameters βa, βb, γ, are empirical parameters
with assumed values of 0.05, 2.5, and 1.4 respectively.

The maintenance cost is taken to be £2,210 per ac-
tivity for all 4 ASHP units (Daikin, 2022), and the
electricity cost is assumed to be 34 p/kWh.

The degradation parameter α ≥ 0 is modelled as be-
ing distributed as a truncated Normal with mean 0.01
and standard deviation 0.25,

α ∼ N (α, µ = 1e−2, σ = 0.25 : α ≥ 0) (8)

The described stochastic decision problem of opti-
mally scheduling ASHP maintenance is represented
in influence diagram form in Figure 3.

Heating
load

SPF

β

Maintenance
frequency

Maint.
cost

α

Smart meter

Meter
cost

Electricity
cost

Figure 3: Influence diagram representation of ASHP
maintenance scheduling decision problem

Solving the Prior Decision Problem, it is deter-
mined that the optimal maintenance frequency is 2
activities per year, leading to an expected cost of
£263,120/year. The Pre-Posterior Decision Problem
achieves an expected cost of £262,900/year, and so
the EVPI of ASHP degradation rate, α, is found to
be £220/year.
As the cost of operating smart meters monitoring the
4 ASHP units is estimated to be £70/year (Daikin,
2022), this analysis demonstrates that smart me-
ters capable of perfectly measuring the performance
degradation rate would lead to a net economic bene-
fit of £150/year to the asset owner from the improve-
ments to maintenance scheduling they provide alone.
In this way, the asset owner can justify their invest-
ment in smart meters. Further, they can estimate the
payback time of any capital investments they may
have to make through the insight they have gained
on the operating cost savings that such a monitoring
system could provide.



Ground Conductivity Measurement for Op-
timising Borehole Design in Residential
Ground-Source Heat Pump Heat Supply Sys-
tems

Ground-source heat pump (GSHP) systems use the
ground as a source and sink of heat to provide cool-
ing and heating for buildings in a highly energy ef-
ficient way. As these systems exchange heat with
the ground, their performance (characterised by the
COPs they achieve) is influenced significantly by the
geological properties of the ground with which they
exchange heat. In the design of such GSHP heating &
cooling supply systems, it is desired to match the ca-
pacity of the GSHP system to energy demand of the
building as to minimise the overall cost of operating
the supply system over its lifetime. The overall oper-
ating cost is composed of the capital cost of construct-
ing the system, and the operational costs, which are
primarily the cost of the electricity required to meet
the building energy demands. Under-specification of
the systems leads to greater electricity usage from less
efficient and so higher cost auxiliary heating systems,
whilst over-specification of the system results in un-
necessary capital cost.

At the time of system design, the thermal properties
of the ground are not known precisely, as existing
geological survey data provides an uncertain esti-
mate of the ground properties in the site location.
However, the system designer has the option to com-
mission a thermal response test at the site location
prior to designing the GSHP system. Such tests are
time-consuming and incur a significant additional
cost, and so ground thermal properties are often
incorporated into GSHP design with uncertainty,
based on available general information on materials
and location. This therefore poses the following
question to the designer, “Would commissioning a
thermal response test reduce the overall lifetime cost
of the GSHP heat supply system by improving the
matching of the designed system capacity to the
building load?”.

A stylised GSHP system design task for a residen-
tial building heat supply system is considered. In
this design task, the designer must select the length
of boreholes, Lbh, to be drilled for the ground heat
exchange. The available length choices are 140m to
200m, in 5m increments. The capital cost of borehole
drilling is taken to be £70/m/borehole.

It is assumed that the effective ground thermal con-
ductivity, λground, is the only uncertain geological
parameter, and that it is Normally distributed with
mean 2W/mK, and standard deviation 0.12W/mK,

λground ∼ N (µ = 2, σ = 0.12) (9)

which is the average thermal conductivity over the
range of borehole depths considered, and covers typi-

cal uncertainty ranges given the heterogeneity present
in soils.

The designed GSHP system, consisting of 9 boreholes,
must supply heat to a small apartment block of 10
flats over a 50 year operational lifetime. The building
is assumed to have a typical heating demand distri-
bution for its type, and a load profile is synthesised
based on demand values for the UK (Mitchell and
Natarajan, 2020), and using historic weather data for
London. This synthetic load profile, Eload(t), con-
sumes 116MWh/year, or 13.2kW mean load, with a
peak load power of 25.2kW.

The model of geothermal borehole operation pre-
sented in (Lamarche and Beauchamp, 2007) is used
to determine the scheduling of energy extracted from
the ground in each time instance, Eg(t), with the
borehole fluid temperature, Tfluid, constrained to be
within the range 5◦C to 35◦C,

5 ≤ Tfluid(t) ≤ 35 (10)

In this model, Tfluid is a function of the power ex-
tracted from the ground, Eg(t), the ground thermal
conductivity, λground, the borehole length, Lbh, and
the other assumed ground condition parameters.

Given the fluid temperature schedule determined, the
instantaneous COP of the GSHP system is com-
puted using the following empirical relationship from
(Kensa Heat Pumps, 2014),

COP(t) = 4.0279 + 0.1319 · Tfluid(t) (11)

The energy that is provided by the GSHP system to
the building is then given by,

EGSHP(t) =
Eg(t)

1− 1/COP(t)
(12)

If the GSHP system is unable to meet the building
load in any time instance, the remaining unsatisfied
load is provided by an auxiliary heat supply system
with a COP of 1.

Eload(t) = EGSHP(t) + Eaux(t) (13)

The total electricity consumption of the combined
heat supply system is therefore given by,

etotal =
∑
t

(
EGSHP(t)

COP(t)
+ Eaux(t)

)
(14)

The cost of electricity used by the residential building
is taken to be 34 p/kWh.

This stochastic decision problem of designing bore-
hole lengths as to minimise the expected lifetime
cost of the heating supply system is represented as
an influence diagram in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Influence diagram representation of GSHP
heat supply system design decision problem

The optimal prior decision is found to be a borehole
length design of 170m, which results in an expected
overall lifetime system cost of £537,400. If a ground
condition survey providing a perfect measurement of
the ground conductivity were to be conducted be-
fore designing the system, then the expected over-
all cost would be £533,200. Therefore, the EVPI of
ground thermal conductivity, λground, is determined
to be £4,200.
The cost of a thermal response test is estimated
to be around £5000. Hence, whilst such a survey
does improve the system designer’s ability to match
the capacity of the heat supply system to the
building load, this improvement does not warrant
the associated cost, and so commissioning one is not
an economically sound measurement strategy. This
VoI analysis provides the system designer with the
insight that the prior distribution information on the
ground conductivity already available from historic
surveys is sufficient to make an optimal decision,
assuming cost risk-neutrality.

Discussion

From the example decision problems analysed in the
previous section, it can be seen that VoI is a highly
flexible framework that can be used to investigate a
diverse range of uncertainties affecting building en-
ergy systems. Further, the broad scope for interpre-
tation of the VoI metric values computed allows for
many different aspects of the impact of uncertainties
on decision making in building energy systems to be
investigated, and so many different insights into the
role of data collection in enhancing decision making
to be gained. These insights enable improved decision
making for the design of monitoring systems.

However, care must be taken in the interpretation
of VoI metric values to ensure that the proposed in-
sights are valid and can be justified under the assump-
tions of the VoI framework. Due to its definition, the
EVPI quantifies the expected utility benefit achieved
by eliminating an uncertainty from the decision prob-

lem, by providing perfect information on its value.
But, as no physical measurements can be perfect, this
therefore provides an upper-bound on the value of
measuring a given quantity before undertaking a de-
cision. A limitation of the EVPI calculation is that it
cannot determine the value of a real measurement of
the quantity, but nonetheless when interpreted cor-
rectly, useful insight can be gained. Further, whilst
the value of a given data collection for a set of deci-
sions can be computed, a mathematical formulation
of each decision is required. Hence, the benefits aris-
ing from unforeseen or unmodelable future decisions
will not be considered in the VoI calculation. Fi-
nally, as VoI does not require any measurements to
be undertaken, the value determine by a VoI anal-
ysis is only valid within the context of the system
model used to compute it. Therefore, if that model
provides a poor representation of the physical system
it attempts to model, then the insights gained from
the VoI analysis may not map onto the true build-
ing energy system, and erroneous decision strategies
may result. Hence, accurate VoI estimates can only
be achieved in systems for which a reliable model (ei-
ther mathematical or simulation based) exists.

The extensions of the VoI framework discussed in the
theory section allow for more precise insights into the
impact of uncertainties on building energy related de-
cision problems to be achieved, and in doing so enable
the limitations of the VoI calculations discussed above
to be addressed. Through the use of imperfect infor-
mation analyses, the value of real, imprecise, mea-
surements of physical quantities can be determined,
as well as the trade-off between measurement pre-
cision (and its associated cost) and the expected im-
provements in decision making performance achieved.
For building systems where there is uncertainty in the
model assumptions, either these uncertainties can be
introduced into the VoI analysis performed, or sensi-
tivity analysis can be applied to the VoI calculations
to determine the assumption conditions under which
the proposed insights hold. Further work is required
to understand the insights that can be achieved us-
ing these more complex VoI metrics in the context of
building energy systems.

The key challenge of VoI is formulating a decision
problem that both represents the physical building
energy system under study sufficiently accurately,
and yields VoI metric values whose interpretation
provides meaningful insight into the impact of the
uncertainties in the system on the decision problem.
Whilst the statistical analysis of the VoI framework
provides valuable insights into the impact of uncer-
tainties, these come at a significant computational ex-
pense, as the decision model must be evaluated many
times to provide a Monte Carlo approximation with
reasonable error. However, the development of meth-
ods to improve the computational efficiency of VoI
calculations is an active area of research.



Conclusion

Value of Information analysis provides a justifiable
and auditable framework for addressing questions of
the economic benefit of data collection in building
energy systems, and could enable the rationalisation
of data collection strategies, reducing resource
wastage on low insight data. This rationalisation of
data collection is particularly pertinent in light of
the rapidly growing deployment of smart monitoring
systems in new buildings and retrofits, and the
volumes of data they could produce. This work
has demonstrated the broad scope of problems to
which VoI can be applied across the building energy
systems field, the flexibility of the framework and the
diversity of insights that it can provide to support
data collection decision making, and the economic
benefits that can be achieved through its application.
It is proposed that significant further research effort
is required to identify decision problems within
energy systems design and management to which VoI
could be applied, and exploit the insights it provides
to improve the efficiency of data usage within the
field.
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